
Sled Triggered Hard Slab Blacktails

Blacktail Mountains
Dillon Area
4/4/2023
Code
HS-AMu-R3-D2-O
Elevation
6500
Aspect
NE
Latitude
44.90690
Longitude
-112.36000
Notes

After a long day of riding 2 to 3 thousand feet higher in good snow I was getting close to the truck after 10 or so
miles on a mostly hard pack trail I decided to climb this hill in a split second decision. My sled was overheating
and my plan was to cool it down. As I ascended the hill I hit a pencil hard wind slab about a third of the way up,
I knew instantly that I was in trouble as this slope ended up being much steeper than I had initially thought. I
made a decision in the moment to continue up the slope as it was not many vertical feet in elevation. My
thoughts were that I had lots of speed and momentum built up and that that would carry me up I also thought that
if I tried to make an aggressive turn it would put more stress on the snow pack and I also figured the closer to the
top of the slab I was when it fractured the better off I would be. I made it about 100 feet from the top of the hill
when it first fractured, I was about 20 feet from the fracture and there was a point slightly to my right that was
the closest point of the fracture to me. I turned slightly right heading to the closest point of snow above the
fracture line. As I turned the slope started sliding. The top of the of the slide rolled over like a large wave and a
block hit me in the ribs luckily not nocking me off my sled. I maintained full throttle and kept my momentum
traverseing through the rolling blocks. My only thought was to try to stay on top of my machine and keep
forward momentum. In the last few moments of the slide I could feel I was loosing control of my machine
because it was starting to get sucked into the avalanche. When the slide stopped I was in snow to my knee on my
uphill side. I want to end this with a warning of complacency. I had been in big terrain all day and didn't analyze
the slope like I should have a simple glance for a moment and I would have recognized the dangers of the wind
slab. I got complacent and it almost got me injured or killed. Just because a slope is small doesn't mean it isn't
dangerous.

 

Number of slides
1
Number caught
1
Number buried
0
Avalanche Type
Hard slab avalanche
Trigger
Snowmobile

https://www.mtavalanche.com/node/28967
https://www.mtavalanche.com/taxonomy/term/326
https://www.mtavalanche.com/taxonomy/term/304
https://www.mtavalanche.com/taxonomy/term/278
https://www.mtavalanche.com/taxonomy/term/278
https://www.mtavalanche.com/taxonomy/term/278
https://www.mtavalanche.com/taxonomy/term/305
https://www.mtavalanche.com/taxonomy/term/305
https://www.mtavalanche.com/taxonomy/term/305
https://www.mtavalanche.com/taxonomy/term/326
https://www.mtavalanche.com/taxonomy/term/326


Trigger Modifier
u-An unintentional release
R size
3
D size
2
Bed Surface
O - Old snow
Images
Blacktails Hard Slab Sled Hole
Blacktails Hard Slab Debris w/ Sled
Blacktails Hard Slab Trigger Point
Snow Observation Source
Poor decision making in small but dangerous terrain.
Slab Thickness units
centimeters
Single / Multiple / Red Flag
Single Avalanche
Advisory Year
22-23

https://www.mtavalanche.com/images/23/blacktails-hard-slab-sled-hole
https://www.mtavalanche.com/images/23/blacktails-hard-slab-debris-w-sled
https://www.mtavalanche.com/images/23/blacktails-hard-slab-trigger-point
https://www.mtavalanche.com/node/28874
https://www.mtavalanche.com/taxonomy/term/441

